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Abstract
This paper reports and evaluates the adaption and re-training of a Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) with the aim of tackling the visual localization of a mobile robot by means 
of a hierarchical approach. The proposed method addresses the localization problem from 
the information captured by a catadioptric vision sensor mounted on the mobile robot. A 
CNN is adapted and evaluated with a twofold purpose. First, to perform a rough localiza-
tion step (room retrieval) by means of the output layer. Second, to refine this localization 
in the retrieved room (fine localization step) by means of holistic descriptors obtained from 
intermediate layers of the same CNN. The robot estimates its position within the selected 
room/s through a nearest neighbour search by comparing the obtained holistic descriptor 
with the visual model of the retrieved room/s. Additionally, this method takes advantage 
of the likelihood information provided by the output layer of the CNN. This likelihood is 
helpful to determine which rooms should be considered in the fine localization process. 
This novel hierarchical localization method constitutes an efficient and robust solution, 
as shown in the experimental section even in presence of severe changes of the lighting 
conditions.

Keywords Catadioptric Vision Sensor · Omnidirectional Images · Holistic Description · 
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1 Introduction

Over the past few years, the use of omnidirectional cameras together with computer 
vision techniques have proved to be a robust option to solve the localization task in 
mobile autonomous robotics. Among the methods proposed to extract the most relevant 
information from the images, the holistic or global-appearance description approaches 
are a successful solution, since they lead to more direct localization algorithms based on 
a pairwise comparison between descriptors.

Regarding the mapping task, building hierarchical models departing from global-
appearance descriptors permits solving the localization problem efficiently. This method 
consists in arranging the visual information hierarchically in different layers of informa-
tion in such a way that the localization can be solved in two main steps. First, a coarse 
localization in an area of the environment and second, a fine localization in this pre-
selected area.

Additionally, during the past few years, the emergence of faster and more efficient 
hardware devices has led to contributions which propose artificial intelligence (AI) 
techniques to address computer vision and robotics problems. Within the AI techniques, 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a very popular technique to address a variety 
of problems in mobile robotics. A complete and varied training is crucial for the suc-
cess of these tools, and to this aim, a large training dataset must be available. Hence, 
data augmentation is commonly proposed as a solution to increase the training instances 
while avoiding overfitting.

In light of the above information, the aim of this work is to introduce and critically eval-
uate the performance of a variety of approaches using a convolutional neural network, to 
carry out the tasks of mapping and localization for mobile robots in indoor environments. 
The efficiency of these techniques will be assessed through their ability to robustly esti-
mate the position of the robot using the information stored on the map and the computing 
time required for it. To address the proposed evaluation, the unique source of information 
is the set of images obtained by an omnidirectional vision sensor installed on the mobile 
robot, which moves in an indoor environment under real-operating conditions.

The novelty of this work is a hierarchical approach based on a re-adapted CNN that 
is used to efficiently solve the localization task. In general, the idea of this work is to re-
adapt and use a unique deep learning tool with a dual purpose: (1) estimating in which 
room the robot is currently located (rough localization step) using the output layer and 
(2) refining the localization in the retrieved room (fine localization step) by means of 
holistic descriptors which are obtained from intermediate layers of the same CNN. Our 
main contributions in this work can be summarized as follows.

– We adapt and train a CNN as a classifier to retrieve the room where an input image 
was obtained.

– We evaluate the use of different intermediate convolutional layers of this CNN to 
obtain holistic descriptors and use them to address the task of fine localization in dif-
ferent environments.

– We study the performance of the proposed deep learning approach to address the 
complete hierarchical localization.

– We propose an algorithm that considers the likelihood information provided by the 
final layer of the CNN to strengthen the rough localization task and subsequently the 
whole hierarchical localization.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section  2 presents a review of the 
related literature. After that, section 3 presents the method to adapt the CNN in order to 
address the proposed problem and section 4 explains the hierarchical localization method 
based on the adapted CNN. Section 5 presents all the experiments which were tackled to 
test the validity of the proposed methods, in a variety of environments and lighting condi-
tions. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions and future works.

2  State of the art

Machine learning techniques have been used to solve a variety of problems in computer 
vision and robotics (Cebollada et al. 2021). Gonzalez et al. (2018) use machine learning 
to detect different levels of slippage for robotic missions in Mars; Dymczyk et al. (2018) 
present the use of a boosted classifier to classify landmark observations and carry out the 
localization task in a more robust fashion. Meattini et  al. (2018) propose a human-robot 
interface system based on electromyography sensors and through merging pattern recog-
nition and factorization techniques, the robot learns the optimal hand configuration for 
grasping. Concerning deep learning, it is a subfield of machine learning that has gained 
much interest recently, mainly due to the improvements obtained in fields such as process-
ing systems. This technique basically consists in learning directly from a data set and their 
expected outputs (or correct labelling) by using layers of increasingly meaningful repre-
sentations (Goodfellow et al. 2016). A number of recent works use such techniques in the 
field of robotics. For instance, Lenz et al. (2015) propose a deep learning approach to solve 
the problem of detecting robotic grasps in a scene which contains objects; Levine et  al. 
(2018) trained a convolutional neural network for robotic grasping from monocular images 
through learning a hand-eye coordination; Shvets et al. (2018) use deep learning segmenta-
tion to distinguish between different surgical instruments regarding Robot-Assisted Sur-
gery. As for mobile robotics, Zhu et  al. (2017) propose deep reinforcement learning to 
address target-driven visual navigation.

Regarding the use of CNNs to solve tasks in mobile robotics, there are many works that 
have proved success by using this technique. For instance, Sinha et al. (2018) propose a 
CNN to process data from a monocular camera and tackle an accurate robot re-localiza-
tion in GPS-denied indoor and outdoor environments. Wozniak et al. (2018) use a trans-
fer learning technique to retrain a CNN to classify places among 16 rooms, in which the 
images are acquired by a humanoid robot. More recently, Chaves et al. (2019) propose a 
CNN to build a semantic map. Concretely, they use the network to detect objects in images 
and after that, the results are placed within a geometric map of the environment. A wide 
review can be found in the work presented by Voulodimos et al. (2018).

Among the different visual sensors that can be mounted on a mobile robot to capture 
information from the environment, omnidirectional cameras have been commonly used 
during the past few years. For instance, Abadi et al. (2015) use omnidirectional vision to 
detect obstacles with the aim of carrying out autonomous navigation and Liu et al. (2018) 
use omnidirectional images to provide an accurate estimation of the position and orienta-
tion of the robot within outdoor environments. More recently, Li et al. (2019) propose a 
novel method to avoid obstacles for autonomous wheeled robots using HyperOmni Vision 
and the DWA (Dynamic Window Approach) collision avoidance algorithm.

In order to tackle the mapping and localization tasks through visual information, the 
extraction of the most relevant information from the images constitutes a crucial step. 
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Two main frameworks are commonly proposed to carry out these tasks: either extracting 
the most outstanding points of the image and calculating a local descriptor of each one 
or obtaining a unique descriptor per image which contains global information about it. A 
wide range of works have been proposed in mobile robotics by using local descriptors (for 
example,  Valiente et al. (2018),  He et al. (2018), or Luo et al. (2018)) and also by using 
global-appearance descriptors (such as   Amorós et  al. (2018),   Çevik and Çevik (2019) 
or  Dong-Won S. (2019)) and both methods have been successfully used to address map-
ping and localization. In the present paper, in line with previous works (Cebollada et al. 
2019b), the global-appearance description method is used to obtain information from the 
visual datasets and address the hierarchical localization.

Originally, global-appearance or holistic description is based on analytical or hand-
crafted methods, i.e., they depart from an image and carry out some mathematical transfor-
mations to obtain a vector ( � ∈ ℝ

l×1 ) with representative information from the image. For 
instance, Dalal and Triggs (2005) introduced the HOG descriptor, that consists in dividing 
the image into k1 horizontal cells and calculating a histogram from the gradient orientation 
per each cell with b bins per each histogram (Payá et al. 2016). These histograms, arranged 
in a unique column, compose the final descriptor � ∈ ℝ

b⋅k1×1 . Oliva and Torralba (2006) 
proposed the descriptor gist. In previous works (Cebollada et al. 2019a, b), this description 
method consisted in creating m2 images from the original panoramic image with different 
resolution, then applying Gabor filters over the m2 images with m1 different orientations 
and afterwards, grouping the pixels of each image into k2 horizontal blocks to calculate the 
average value of each block. A more detailed description of these description methods can 
be found in Payá et al. (2016).

More recent works have proposed the use of CNNs to obtain holistic descriptors from 
the activations of the intermediate layers. In this sense, the hidden layers provide descrip-
tors which can be used to characterize the input data. This idea has already been used by 
some authors such as Arroyo et  al. (2016), who use a CNN that automatically learns to 
generate descriptors which are robust against changes of seasons in order to carry out a 
topological localization. Wozniak et al. (2018) also use the feature extracted from a layer 
to train a linear SVM (Support Vector Machines) classifier. Mancini et al. (2017) use this 
visual information to carry out place categorization with a Naïve Bayes classifier.  Payá 
et al. (2018) propose using the information in intermediate layers of a pre-existing CNN 
(places CNN (Zhou et al. 2014)) to perform localization. However, this pre-existing net-
work was trained to a different purpose. Instead of it, training a network with images from 
the target environment could be doubly beneficial in hierarchical localization, since it is 
expected: (1) to improve the rough localization step and (2) to provide holistic descrip-
tors from intermediate layers which achieve a more accurate fine localization in the target 
environment.  Cebollada et  al. (2020) show the advantages of using descriptors obtained 
from the intermediate layers of a re-trained CNN to solve the visual localization as a batch 
image retrieval problem (with no hierarchical process).

Concerning the training process, a large dataset is crucial to achieve a robust performance. 
Nevertheless, sometimes, the training dataset is smaller than required and then, the deep 
model can not be properly trained to reach the desired solution. In order to solve this issue, 
the data augmentation technique has been proposed as a method to improve the performance 
of the model by augmenting the number of training instances and preventing overfitting. Data 
augmentation basically consists in creating new pieces of ‘data’ by applying different effects 
over the original images. Some authors have already used data augmentation to solve their 
deep learning tasks. For example, Guo and Gould (2015) used data augmentation to improve 
a CNN training to solve an object detection task, Ding et  al. (2016) proposed three data 
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augmentation methods to carry out a SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) target recognition in 
order to make the CNN robust against target translation, speckle variation in different observa-
tions, and pose missing. Salamon and Bello (2017) propose audio data augmentation for over-
coming the problem of environmental sound data scarcity and then create a CNN to classify 
these data. Moreover, Perez and Wang (2017) present a work about the effectiveness of the 
data augmentation to solve the classification by means of deep learning. Shorten and Khosh-
goftaar (2019) present a survey about the existing methods for Data Augmentation, promising 
developments, and meta-level decisions for implementing Data Augmentation. Nonetheless, 
the previously proposed data augmentation methods do not match the visual effects that can 
occur when the robot moves through the target environment under real-operation conditions. 
Therefore, the present work performs a data augmentation process which focuses on those 
specific visual effects.

Previous works  (Cebollada et al. 2019b; Payá et al. 2018) have demonstrated that using 
hierarchical models with omnidirectional imaging and global-appearance descriptors provides 
an efficient and robust solution to address the visual localization. Those works rely on arrang-
ing the visual information (obtained by global-appearance description methods) in several lay-
ers. Afterwards, the localization task is solved by means of an image retrieval problem in two 
steps: a fast but inaccurate step (rough localization) and a local localization step which pro-
vides more accuracy (fine localization).

Therefore, this work proposes using a CNN to obtain a hierarchical model with the aim of: 
(a) addressing the rough localization step as a room retrieval problem (high-level layer), (b) 
using the likelihood information to increase the efficiency of the rough step and (c) obtaining 
holistic descriptors departing from the developed network and solving the fine localization step 
by means of a nearest neighbour search. With this aim, the AlexNet CNN architecture (Kriz-
hevsky et al. 2012) is re-adapted (layers replacement and training from scratch). After that, 
the CNN is capable of retrieving the room where the image was captured (rough step) and at 
the same time, global-appearance descriptors are generated from intermediate layers to refine 
the position estimation (fine localization step). The objective is to provide a feasible solution, 
which can be used to solve efficiently the localization task in different environments and cir-
cumstances, avoiding complex and computing-time-demanding deep learning developments. 
Hence, due to the simplicity of AlexNet, this network is suitable for the objective.

To sum up, some authors have developed CNNs to carry out classification tasks. Addi-
tionally, previous works have also proposed solving the localization task by using interme-
diate layers of CNNs as holistic description method. The present work tries to go one step 
beyond and proposes an approach based on a unique network which is re-adapted to address 
both tasks at the same time (room retrieval and holistic description extraction), hence, solving 
the complete hierarchical localization problem. The method takes also advantage of the likeli-
hood information provided by the final layer of the CNN to decide how many rooms should 
be considered to solve the fine localization step. Solving both problems with the same CNN 
leads to a hierarchical method which has not been studied in the current state of the art and it 
provides robust solutions regarding localization error and computing time in comparison with 
previously proposed approaches, as detailed in the experimental section.
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3  CNN adaptation

The process followed to adapt the CNN with the purpose of addressing hierarchical locali-
zation can be summarized as follows: the CNN (AlexNet) architecture is firstly adapted and 
then re-trained to solve a room retrieval task. This section details the process followed to 
adapt a re-train the CNN. Once the model is trained, it is ready to carry out the hierarchical 
localization process from the input image, as explained in sect. 4.

Building and training a network from scratch can lead to reasonably good results, but 
it requires a lot of effort: (1) experience with network architectures, (2) a huge amount 
of training data and (3) a considerable computing time. Using a pre-trained network like 
AlexNet or GoogLeNet for transfer learning eases considerately the starting point. Nev-
ertheless, the proposed approach can not depart from transfer learning, since the input 
data are panoramic images (size of the panoramic images is 128 × 512 × 3 ). Hence, in this 
case, the input layers must be resized and many of the downstream parameters will be no 
longer valid. The present work proposes using the AlexNet architecture and following a 
process similar to transfer learning (starting with pre-existing architectures), but starting 
from scratch with the parameters tuning. We propose departing form AlexNet as basic 
architecture because it has been successfully used in previous works to develop new clas-
sification tasks (such as Han et al. (2018)). From it, we perform a modification of some 
layers and a complete training from scratch, to adapt the network to the proposed hierar-
chical localization task. In this case, the last three layers are replaced to adapt the network 
to a room classification task. These layers are: fully-connected layer ( fc8 ), softmax layer 
and classification layer. First, the layer fc8 has been re-adapted to output a vector of nine 
components. Second, the softmax and classification layers have been re-adapted to respec-
tively determine the probabilities among nine categories and to compute the cross entropy 
loss for multi-class classification with nine classes (classification into one of the 9 rooms 
that the target environment contains). Additionally, the input layer is also replaced, since 
the input layer of AlexNet was configured to receive 227 × 227 images and our panoramic 
dataset contains panoramic images ( 128 × 512 ). Resizing the input panoramic images to a 
size 227 × 227 would avoid starting the training from scratch, but resizing the panoramic 
images would abruptly change their appearance and affect significantly the performance of 
the network.

After these changes of layers, the network is ready to be trained with the training set of 
panoramic images. We trained the CNN off-line on a NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 1080TI 
® GPU system. After every 30 iterations, the performance of the partially trained network 
was evaluated by using the data for validation. The first training departs from the modi-
fied version of AlexNet. Once the first training is finished, the network obtained is used as 
departing network in the following training with a modification of the training parameters. 
The idea is to conserve the architecture but to continue the tuning of the layers’ parameters. 
Fig. 1 shows the architecture used throughout this work and Fig. 2 shows the training pro-
gress regarding accuracy and loss.

Regarding the data augmentation proposed in the present work, it consists in apply-
ing visual effects over the original images from the training dataset. Traditional data 
augmentation techniques consider some alterations in the images, such as flips, transla-
tions along the horizontal and vertical axes, pure rotations of the pixels in the image, 
scale or crop  (Guo and Gould 2015). In the present work, the data augmentation has 
been designed specifically to obtain a robust CNN for localization. Therefore, to obtain 
new samples, we consider a variety of visual effects to each training image, which can 
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actually occur when the robot operates in real operation conditions. Hence, through this 
data augmentation, the CNN is expected to be more robust against the challenging con-
ditions that can occur in the scenario where the robot moves. Considering it, the effects 
that we consider to perform the data augmentation are:

– Rotation A random rotation between 10 and 350 degrees is applied over the omnidi-
rectional image, which implies a horizontal shift of the panoramic image. This effect 

Fig. 1  Diagram which shows the 
CNN architecture created depart-
ing from AlexNet and trained 
to classify the room within the 
Freiburg dataset. It also shows 
how the holistic descriptors are 
extracted from the layers of the 
CNN. Descriptors �conv4 and 
�conv5 are obtained from the 2D 
convolutional layers, and descrip-
tors �fc6,�fc7 and �fc8 are obtained 
from the fully-connected layers
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emulates the different orientations that the robot may have at a specific point in the 
ground plane when acquiring a new image.

– Brightness The low intensity values are re-adjusted (increased) in order to create a 
new image brighter than the original one.

– Darkness The high intensity values are re-adjusted (decreased) in order to create a 
new image darker than the original one. No brightness and darkness are applied at 
the same time on the same image. The brightness and darkness effects try to imitate 
the changes that the lighting conditions of the environment may experience during 
the day.

– Gaussian noise White Gaussian noise is added to the image. It emulates the possible 
noise that the visual sensor can introduce in the image.

– Occlusion This effect simulates the cases when some parts of the picture are hidden 
either by some parts of the sensor setup, or some event (such as a person who is in front 
of an object). This effect is applied by introducing geometrical gray objects over ran-
dom parts of the image.

– Blur effect Some degrees of blur are applied to each training image to emulate the case 
in which the robot is moving while the image is captured.

Figure 3 shows some examples of the effects applied over a training image. The first image 
is the original one, obtained directly from the original training dataset, the rest of the 
images are the original but with a visual effect over it. Departing from the original training 
dataset, which contains 519 images, the data augmentation is applied and either none, one, 
or more than one effects are simultaneously applied (except for the brightness and darkness 
effects, which are never applied at the same time over an image). Hence, the total number 
of training images is enlarged to 49824 images.

Concerning the training hyperparameters, a study was performed with the aim of select-
ing those that optimize the training process. These hyperparameters are selected for the first 
training process, that is, when the model is re-trained for the first time after re-adapting the 
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Fig. 2  The figure shows the evolution of the training process and some additional information about it. The 
upper plot represents the evolution of the mini-batch accuracy (blue) and validation accuracy (black) and the 
bottom plot shows the evolution of the mini-batch loss (red) and validation loss (black) (Colour figure online)
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intermediate layers. Some of the hyperparameters are set to the established default values. 
The following options are remarked:

– Mini Batch Size: 10
– Initial Learn Rate: 0.01
– Validation Frequency: 3
– Validation Patience: Inf

4  Localization using deep learning

Since the use of holistic description methods based on deep learning can improve the 
results obtained for localization, the present work presents a re-adapted CNN to solve the 
visual localization in a hierarchical way. To summarize, the AlexNet CNN architecture was 
redefined and trained from scratch, as described in the previous section. After that, global-
appearance descriptors are generated from the intermediate layers to address the localiza-
tion. Hence, the hierarchical localization is basically solved as follows: (a) addressing the 
rough localization as a room retrieval problem (high-level layer) departing from the test 
image, (b) using the likelihood information to optimize the rough step and (c) obtaining 
holistic descriptors from the input images. The descriptors of the training images will form 
the low-level layer, and they allow to solve a fine localization as an image retrieval prob-
lem, with the holistic descriptors of the test images (also obtained from the CNN).

Concerning the process to obtain the holistic descriptors from the CNN, it is as follows. 
First, the CNN is trained with the images from the training dataset (including data augmen-
tation). Second, once the CNN is trained, a test image imtest is introduced into the CNN. 
Third, the holistic descriptors are obtained from different layers. About the 2D convolu-
tional layers ( conv4 , and conv5 ), the descriptors are obtained by selecting a channel from 
the layer and arranging the generated data (matrix) in a single column (vector). To estab-
lish the optimal channel per convolutional layer, previous experiments are carried out and 

Fig. 3  Example of data augmentation. a Original image captured within the Freiburg environment. One 
effect is applied over each image: b blur effect, c darkness, d brightness, e Gaussian noise, f occlusion
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afterwards, the same channel is used for all the experiments developed. In the case of the 
fully-connected layers ( fc6 , fc7 and f8 ), the output is directly the vector used as descriptor. 
Figure 1 shows the process to extract the global-appearance descriptors from the trained 
CNN and Table 1 summarizes the size of each descriptor.

Regarding the hierarchical localization, it is based on models whose information is 
organized in several layers with different levels of granularity. The objective of arranging 
the information in this way is to carry out the localization task more efficiently than the 
conventional method proposed in previous works  (Cebollada et al. 2019c). In this sense, 
the high-level layers permit a rough localization step and the low-level layers a fine local-
ization step. The rough step provides faster localization and the fine step considers more 
accurate information which is used to perform a fine localization step. The hierarchical 
localization analyzed in previous works (Cebollada et al. 2019b) consists basically in cal-
culating the nearest neighbour in two layers. First, for the high-level layer, the visual 
descriptors are grouped according to their similitude and a representative descriptor 
R = {�1, �2, ..., �ng} is obtained for each group, where ng is the number of groups. After-
wards, in order to solve the localization task, a new image is obtained imtest and its holistic 
descriptor is calculated �test . This descriptor is compared with all the representatives R and 
the most similar representative �k is retained (rough localization step); after that, a new 
comparison is carried out between �test and the descriptors contained in the group k, 
Dk = {�k,1, �k,2, ...,�k,Nk

} . Finally, the position of the image imtest is estimated as the posi-
tion where the most similar image in the k-th group was captured (fine localization step).

Therefore, the idea of the present work is to build a unique CNN that, apart from retriev-
ing the room where the image was captured, is also able to provide a holistic descriptor that 
characterizes the image better than the holistic methods proposed in the current state of the 
art. Once the CNN is properly trained, it will be able to solve the rough localization step 
(i.e. the room retrieval). Regarding the use of the CNN to solve the fine localization step, 
this work proposes to use the layers conv4 , conv5 , fc6 , fc7 and fc8 of the re-trained CNN 
to obtain holistic descriptors and to use those descriptors to estimate the position within a 
room where an image was captured (i.e. the image retrieval).

The diagram in Fig.  4 outlines the proposed hierarchical localization. First (rough 
localization step), a test image imtest is introduced into the CNN and the most likely 
room ci in which the image was captured is retrieve. The information in the output layer 
is used to this purpose. At the same time, the CNN is also capable of providing holistic 
descriptors ( �test,conv4 , �test,conv5 , �test,fc6 , �test,fc7 or �test,fc8 ) from intermediate layers. Subse-
quently, after retrieving the room, a more accurate localization is conducted (fine local-
ization step). Is this stage, one of the descriptors �test is compared with the descriptors 
Dci

= {�ci,1, �ci ,2, ...,�ci ,Ni
} from the training dataset which belong to the retrieved room ci 

and the most similar descriptor �ci,k is retained. This comparison is carried out by calculat-
ing the cosine distance between descriptors, because it presented a good performance to 

Table 1  Size of each descriptor 
obtained from the different layers 
of the CNN

Layer Size of descriptor

conv4 180
conv5 180
fc6 4096
fc7 4096
fc8 9
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calculate distances between descriptors in previous works (Cebollada et al. 2019a). Finally, 
the position where the test image was captured is estimated as the coordinates where imci,k

 
was captured.

5  Experiments

The experiments detailed in this section and the training of the CNN have been carried out 
with a PC with a CPU Intel Core i7-7700 ® at 3.6 GHz. In this section, we evaluate the per-
formance of the CNN to solve the localization problem, and we analyze the results. Hence, 
the remainder of this section is structured as follows. Subsection 5.1 presents the dataset of 
images used for mapping and localization, as well as for training the CNN. The subsect. 5.2 
shows the development, training and performance of the CNN; subsect. 5.3 outlines the use of 

CNN Classifier

The descriptors in the 
room are considered

Descriptors in

Distance calcula�on

K = arg min( )

Most likely 
room

Fig. 4  Hierarchical localization diagram. The test image imtest is introduced into the CNN. The most likely 
room is retrieved ci and the holistic descriptor �test is obtained from one of the layers. A nearest neighbour 
search is done with the descriptors from the training dataset included in the retrieved room and the most 
similar descriptor ( imci ,k

 ) is retained. The position of imtest is estimated as the position where imci ,k
 was cap-

tured. The cosine distance is used to calculate the distance between descriptors
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this deep learning technique to obtain holistic descriptors to carry out the batch localization 
task. Finally, subsect. 5.4 presents the use of the CNN to tackle a hierarchical localization task.

5.1  Dataset

The images used in the present work were obtained from the COLD (COsy Localization Data-
base) dataset (Pronobis and Caputo 2009). They were used both to train the CNN and to carry 
out the experiments. This database is open access and is composed of images captured from 
different indoor environments under three illumination conditions (cloudy days, sunny days 
and at nights). The information was captured following a trajectory along the whole environ-
ment. The movement of the robot is contained in the floor plane and it captures omnidirec-
tional images using a catadioptric vision system mounted on it. Moreover, some images also 
contain blur effects and dynamic changes, then, all this variety of adverse effects make this set 
of images suitable to test the proposed method in an indoor environment under real operation 
conditions. The dataset of images used to train the CNN and to evaluate the localization task 
proposed is the Freiburg Dataset and among all the information provided, the omnidirectional 
images are selected as starting point to carry out the CNN training. The choice of this dataset 
is due to the fact that it was captured in a relatively large environment and also it presents wide 
windows and some glass walls that challenge the visual localization task. Before using the 
visual information, a conversion from omnidirectional to panoramic images is tackled, since 
one of the aims of this work is to compare the global-appearance descriptors obtained from 
the CNN with the hand-crafted analytic description methods based on panoramic images. Fur-
thermore, the design of a CNN based on panoramic images constitutes an interesting option, 
because this type of networks are commonly based on conventional non-panoramic images, 
hence, this CNN can be used for future similar works based also on panoramic images.

The images of the Freiburg dataset were captured in 9 different rooms: a printer area, a 
kitchen, four offices, a bathroom, a stair area and a long corridor that connects the rooms. 
The dataset obtained under cloudy illumination conditions is used as training dataset, since 
these images are less affected by illumination issues than the images of the sunny and night 
datasets. This set of images is downsampled with the aim of obtaining a resultant dataset with 
a distance of 20 cm between consecutive images, since this allows us to compare results with 
those obtained in previous works (Cebollada et al. 2019a, b). Afterwards, the resultant dataset 
(training dataset) is used to train the CNN and it is also considered as the visual model for later 
localization. The rest of images are used to create the test dataset that is used to evaluate the 
accuracy of the CNN and the efficiency of the localization methods proposed. Concerning the 
datasets of images captured under sunny days (sunny dataset) and during night (night dataset), 
they are directly used to evaluate the efficiency of the localization methods under changes of 
illumination conditions. Figure 5 shows some examples of panoramic images under the three 
different illumination conditions. These examples permit noticing how the illumination affects 
the images. For instance, the image captured at night (Fig. 5b) is darker and the light comes 
directly from the bulb of the roof, whereas, the image captured during a sunny day (Fig. 5c) 

Fig. 5  Example of panoramic images from the Freiburg environment under a cloudy, b night and c sunny 
illumination conditions. They were captured in a the printer area, b the stairs area and c the kitchen
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shows that the light source comes from the windows and also shows some reflection on the 
floor. Therefore, to sum up, the image dataset used along this work consists in a training data-
set captured under cloudy conditions and a distance of 20 cm between capture points; a cloudy 
test dataset, a sunny test dataset and a night test dataset with 519, 2778, 2231 and 2876 images 
respectively.

Apart from using the Freiburg dataset, some extra evaluations are carried out with the 
Saarbrücken dataset, which is also contained in the COLD dataset. This environment is 
similar to Freiburg, and it also contains several rooms such as printer area, bathroom and 
offices. This dataset is used to evaluate the effectiveness of using the Freiburg CNN to 
obtain holistic descriptors in different environments. The training and test datasets are 
obtained in the same way: downsampling the cloudy dataset to obtain the training dataset 
and storing the discarded images to obtain the cloudy test dataset. Table 2 shows the data-
sets used along the present work to carry out the experiments and also the dataset created 
departing from Freib_train (519 images) to tackle the data augmentation process, obtaining 
Freib_train_DA (49824 images).

5.2  Experiment 1. Development, training and evaluation of the CNN in a room 
retrieval task

The re-training process of the neural network is as follows. First, (1) the CNN architecture 
is obtained from the AlexNet CNN and a layer replacement is tackled (Fig. 1 shows the 
final architecture). Then, (2) the training data (consisting in a set of images with labeling) 
is augmented by a data augmentation technique. After that, (3) the training options are 
adjusted according to the training specifications. (4) Last, re-trainings of the network are 
conducted by adapting the training options to produce a more accurate CNN until the net-
work is capable of achieving a 97% of correct estimations by using validation data, that 
is, data contained in the training dataset which are exclusively used during the process of 
checking the amount of correct estimations with the current parameters of the layers.

Finally, once the CNN is properly trained, its accuracy ( acc% ) is measured as 
acc% = (Nok∕Ntest) × 100 , where Nok is the number of images that have been correctly 
retrieved and Ntest is the number of images that compose the test dataset to evaluate. In 
this case, the three test datasets (cloudy, night and sunny) are used to evaluate the accu-
racy of the CNN after each training phase. Through this evaluation, the final accuracy val-
ues obtained were 98.71%, 96.52% and 92.87% respectively. Moreover, with the aim of 
addressing a more challenging evaluation of the network trained, visual effects are applied 
over the cloudy test dataset by means of data augmentation. This augmented dataset has 

Table 2  Datasets obtained from 
the COLD database to carry out 
the experiments

Dataset name Illumination condi-
tion

Number of images

Freib_train Cloudy 519
Freib_test_cloudy Cloudy 2778
Freib_test_night Night 2876
Freib_test_sunny Sunny 2231
Saarbr_train Cloudy 566
Saarbr_test Cloudy 1630
Freib_train_DA Cloudy 49824
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249.120 images. The accuracy obtained by evaluating this cloudy test dataset augmented 
over the CNN is 98.34%. Therefore, from the results obtained, the conclusion achieved is 
that the CNN is properly trained to classify the input image into the room where it was cap-
tured. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the confusion matrices obtained by introducing the cloudy, 
night and sunny test datasets into the network. The separated final rows and columns sum-
marize the information in the confusion matrix. First, the row summary displays the num-
bers of correctly and incorrectly classified observations for each true class. Second, the 
column summary displays the number of correctly and incorrectly classified observations 
for each predicted class. For instance, regarding the confusion matrix related to the cloudy 
test dataset (Fig. 6), 1178 images were correctly predicted as corridor and 14 images were 
incorrectly predicted as corridor (see row summary): 3 images from the print area and 11 
images from the stairs area. Additionally, the images captured from the corridor were 1178 
times correctly predicted and 4 times incorrectly predicted (see column summary). Among 
them, 2 images were wrongly predicted in the kitchen, 1 image in the office-2P 1 and 1 
image in the office-2P 2.

From these figures, we can analyze that the few wrong classifications are produced with 
wrong rooms which are adjacent and visually similar to the correct one. For instance, in 
cloudy, in the case of the images that belong to the 2-persons office 2 and were wrongly 
classified, the mistaken room was the contiguous and similar 1-person office room. Addi-
tionally, more mistakes can be noticed when the evaluated images were captured under 
changes of illumination (night and sunny). For example, under dark illumination conditions 
(night dataset), the stair area is wrongly predicted 47 times, 15 and 29 times are corridor 
and bathroom respectively, which are rooms adjacent and similar. But 3 times is retrieved 
the printer area. Regarding the results with the sunny illumination conditions, the wrong 
classifications between the 2-person office 2 and 1-person office room is increased.
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Additionally, Fig. 9 shows two bar charts concerning the behaviour of the CNN when 
the estimations are correct or wrong. That is, they show the average likelihood of the evalu-
ated images to belong to the room retrieved (the best option), the likelihood to belong to 
second best option and so forth. This information is calculated by the final layer of the 
CNN. As we can observe in Fig. 9 a, when the rooms of the images are correctly estimated, 
the correct option presents an average likelihood near to the 100% and the second best 
option presents an average likelihood of 1.09%. In contrast, the Fig. 9 b shows these aver-
age percentages when the retrieved room is not correct. In this case, we can appreciate a 
considerably lower likelihood for the best option (74.24%) and a higher likelihood for the 
second best option (22.5%). Therefore, from these graphs, we can conclude that the likeli-
hoods calculated for a test image can be helpful to decide whether the classification was 
correct or wrong and also, which other rooms should be considered apart from the best 
option retrieved.

5.3  Experiment 2. Use of the CNN to obtain holistic descriptors for batch 
localization

This experiment presents an evaluation of the performance of the holistic descriptors 
obtained from different layers of the CNN for localization. The idea consists in intro-
ducing an image into the CNN and obtaining the global-appearance descriptor from 
the layers conv4 , conv5 , fc6 , fc7 and fc8 (Fig. 1 shows a diagram of this process). First, 
these descriptors are used to build the visual model by calculating the holistic descrip-
tor for each image contained in the training dataset D = {�1, �2, ...,�Ntrain

} . Afterwards, 
the localization is solved by using a nearest neighbour search, that is, a test image 
is captured ( imtest ), its holistic descriptor, �test , is obtained from a layer of the CNN; 
then, the descriptor is compared with the visual model D and the most similar descrip-
tor (minimum cosine distance between them) �k is retained, after that, the position of 
the captured image imtest is estimated as the position where imk was captured. In this 
experiment, the cloudy test dataset is used to measure the effectiveness of the proposed 
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Fig. 9  Average likelihood provided by the CNN, used as classification tool (i.e., average likelihood that the 
retrieved room is correct, according to the CNN) when the classification is a correct or b wrong according 
to the ground truth
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description methods. Additionally, the night and sunny datasets are used to evaluate 
the robustness of these descriptions against changes of illumination. Fig. 10 shows the 
results obtained after solving the batch localization with the test images, using the holis-
tic descriptors obtained from the CNN. Additionally, for comparative purposes, this 
figure includes the results obtained with two hand-crafted descriptors (gist and HOG) 
which have been used in previous works to solve the image retrieval problem  (Muri-
llo et al. 2012). Figure 10 shows the average localization error, calculated as the aver-
age Euclidean distance between the estimated position and the position provided by the 
ground truth of the dataset. Also, the average computing time is depicted. This value 
measures the time required to carry out the whole process: from calculating the holistic 
descriptor of the test image until estimating its position.

First, about the experiments without changes of illumination (using the cloudy test 
dataset), regarding the localization error, the descriptor obtained from the layer conv4 
presents the minimum error (5.07 cm), followed by the descriptors from the layers conv5 
and fc6 (5.09 cm for both cases). As for the computing time, the fastest option is also 
achieved with the conv4 layer (6.7 ms), since the global-appearance descriptor obtained 
from this layer has a relatively small size (180 components) and the data obtained for 
this layer are calculated in an early stage of the CNN architecture. Comparing the holis-
tic descriptors obtained from the CNN with the classic descriptors, the conclusion is 
that the descriptors obtained with the CNN improve the localization task both consider-
ing accuracy and computing time.
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Fig. 10  Visual localization solved by means of nearest neighbour search considering different holistic 
descriptors: CNN based descriptors ( conv4 , conv5 , fc6 , fc7 and fc8 ) and hand-crafted descriptors (gist and 
HOG). The efficiency is measured through the average localization error (cm) and also the average comput-
ing time (ms) required to calculate and estimate the position where the images were captured
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As for the results obtained with changes of illumination (using night and sunny data-
sets), as noticed in previous works (Cebollada et al. 2019b), this effect worsens the locali-
zation task. As shown in Fig. 10, in all the cases, the average localization error increases 
in comparison to the values obtained when no changes of illumination are considered 
(using the test cloudy dataset). In general, sunny illumination conditions affect more nega-
tively the localization method proposed. Additionally, conv5 and fc8 are the layers of the 
CNN whose global-appearance descriptors are more affected. The most robust descriptors 
against changes of illumination are those generated by the layers fc6 and fc7 . For exam-
ple, regarding the holistic descriptor obtained from the fc6 layer, the Fig.  10 shows that 
the average localization error increases from 5.09 cm (without changes of illumination) to 
28.80 and 38.94 cm with night and sunny illumination conditions respectively. Notwith-
standing that, the descriptor provided by the layers fc6 and fc7 perform substantially more 
accurately than the classical analytic methods under changes of lighting conditions.

In general, considering the localization error and the computing time, either layers 
conv4 , conv5 , fc6 or fc7 can be considered to carry out this task. The descriptors obtained 
from the layers conv4 and conv5 are appropriate if no changes of illumination are expected, 
because they work relatively fast (9.07 ms and 10.7 ms respectively). On the contrary, the 
descriptors �fc6 and �fc7 are suitable if there are changes of illumination at the expense of a 
lightly higher computing time. The descriptor obtained from the layer fc8 works relatively 
fast (19.34 ms), but the localization errors obtained are substantially worse comparing to 
the rest of descriptors evaluated.

After evaluating the use of the CNN to generate global-appearance descriptors, this 
work also aims to evaluate the use of this network with images that are captured from a 
different environment for mapping and localization. The idea is to check whether the CNN 
developed and trained with images from a specific environment can generalize and gener-
ate robust holistic descriptors for images captured in other environments different from the 
one used for training. Therefore, an experiment is carried out, in this case, using the images 
from the Saarbrücken environment as test images. Again, average localization error and 
average computing time are collected for different description methods: four different lay-
ers of the Freiburg CNN proposed in this work, the gist descriptor and a descriptor based 
on the layers conv4 and fc6 of the original AlexNet network (without training nor replac-
ing layers). The Table 3 shows the results for localization with the Saarbrücken dataset by 

Table 3  Visual localization solved by means of nearest neighbour search in Saarbrücken. The holistic 
descriptors used are obtained either from the Freiburg CNN trained in this work ( conv4 , conv5 , fc6 and 
fc7 ), from the AlexNet ( conv4 and fc6 ), or by using a classic hand-crafted descriptor (gist). The efficiency is 
measured through the average localization error (cm) and also the average computing time (ms) required to 
calculate and estimate the position where the images were captured

Descriptor Avg. error (cm) Avg. computing
time (ms)

conv
4
 (Freib-CNN) 7.33 ± 0.29 11.07

conv
5
 (Freib-CNN) 15.82 ± 0.30 12.14

fc
6
 (Freib-CNN) 7.49 ± 0.31 58.61

fc
7
 (Freib-CNN) 7.67 ± 0.34 61.15

conv
4
 (AlexNet) 7.79 ± 0.36 11.28

fc
6
 (AlexNet) 7.28 ± 0.28 56.87

gist 7.28 ± 0.59 10.72
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using the proposed holistic descriptors. As it is observed, most of the descriptors based on 
the Freiburg CNN are still relatively accurate. To illustrate one example, the performance 
of �conv4 (Freib-CNN) is similar to �gist and �fc6 (AlexNet) and the calculation time is simi-
lar. Therefore, the conclusion achieved through this experiment is that obtaining global-
appearance descriptors from the trained CNN is a relatively good method and it is general-
izable to other environments different from the one which is used for training.

5.4  Experiment 3. Use of the CNN to tackle hierarchical localization

In the previous subsection, several global-appearance descriptors were evaluated to tackle 
the batch localization task through an image retrieval problem and globally, comparing the 
test image with all the images of the training set. This subsection focuses on evaluating the 
complete use of the CNN to carry out the hierarchical localization. In this way, the CNN is 
not only used to generate holistic descriptors, but also to retrieve the most probable room 
within the environment where the test image was captured. As it was explained in sect. 4, 
the hierarchical localization task proposed consists in: first (rough localization step), the 
test image is introduced to the CNN and it retrieves the most likely room where the image 
was captured by the robot. Second, a holistic descriptor is obtained from one of the layers 
of the CNN and this information is used to carry out the fine localization step by conduct-
ing a nearest neighbour search between the holistic descriptor of the test image and the 
holistic descriptors of the training images which belong to the retrieved room (see Fig. 4).

With the objective of comparing this localization method with the method proposed 
in the subsection 5.3, the evaluation is the same, that is, we obtain the average localiza-
tion error and the average computing time to carry out the hierarchical localization pro-
cess. Figure 11 shows the results obtained through the hierarchical localization proposed 
in the present paper, considering different intermediate layers of the CNN. Additionally, 
for comparative purposes, this figure also includes the results obtained with a previous 
approach (Cebollada et al. 2019a) which used hand-crafted features (either HOG or gist) 
along with a spectral clustering algorithm to create the high-level map of the hierarchi-
cal model. These comparative results are presented in the two last groups of columns of 
Fig. 11 (gist and HOG). Overall, the descriptors based on the CNN perform better than 
the method based on hand-crafted descriptors  (Cebollada et  al. 2019b). Comparing the 
descriptors based on CNN layers and the hand-crafted ones, the localization error with 
CNN descriptors is considerably lower. This improvement is noticed independently of the 
illumination conditions. Additionally, the computing time required to solve the localization 
is also lower using the CNN based descriptors.

Comparing the results obtained by applying batch localization and hierarchical localiza-
tion, the hierarchical localization introduces a lightly higher localization error and disper-
sion of the results. This is given in all the descriptors evaluated and is due to failures pro-
duced in the rough localization step. Nevertheless, if we focus on the results obtained by 
using the descriptors �fc6 and �fc7 , they both present a robust behaviour, since their results 
keep the localization error obtained through batch localization and at the same time, the 
computing time is substantially decreased. This behaviour is presented for the three illumi-
nation conditions evaluated.

As for the localization error increase produced by the CNN wrong classifications, 
we can check that the CNN is properly trained, since it retrieves the room successfully 
the 98% of the cases. Nevertheless, observing the graphs from the Fig. 9, extra infor-
mation from the output layer of the CNN can be used to improve this method. These 
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graphs show a considerably different behaviour of the likelihoods when the CNN suc-
ceeds or fails. When the correct rooms is retrieved, the most probable room presents 
an average likelihood around 98% and the rest of options are under the 2%, whereas 
when the CNN retrieves a wrong room, the most probable room presents an average 
likelihood of 74.24% and the following two most likely options are substantially over 
2%. Therefore, departing from this analysis, the present work also proposes a novel 
hierarchical localization method also based on the CNN to solve the rough localization 
step but considering a threshold value to decide how many rooms are considered in the 
fine localization step. The whole method consists in the following steps. First, the test 
image is introduced into the CNN. The classification layer outputs 9 likelihoods related 
to the nine possible rooms. If the likelihood of the most probable room is higher than 
the threshold 1, th1 , this room is retrieved; else, all the rooms whose likelihood is higher 
than the threshold 2, th2 are retrieved. Afterwards, the fine localization is carried out 
again through a nearest neighbour search by comparing the holistic descriptor of the test 
image (obtained from a layer of the CNN) with the set of training descriptors contained 
in the retrieved rooms.

Therefore, through this new method, the hierarchical localization is carried out with 
all the test images and the results are presented in Fig.  12. For this experiment, only 
conv4 , conv5 , fc6 and fc7 were evaluated, since fc8 has proved in previous experiments 
not to be suitable to generate a holistic descriptor that characterizes the images. The 
thresholds values were tuned to th1 = 0.8 and th2 = 0.1 . In this figure we can observe 
that for all the cases, the average computing time increases with respect to Fig. 11. This 
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Fig. 11  Results of the hierarchical localization proposed in this paper, based on CNN. The rough step is 
solved by estimating the most likely room with the CNN. The fine step is solved by means of nearest neigh-
bour search within the retrieved room by using holistic descriptors (horizontal axis). The efficiency is meas-
ured through the average localization error (cm) and also the average computing time (ms) required to cal-
culate and estimate the position where the images were captured
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increase was expected, since this method leads to consider more instances in the fine 
localization step. Regarding the descriptors generated from the layers fc6 and fc7 , which 
were the cases that had a lower computing time in hierarchical localization, their related 
computing time is increased from 20.84 and 11.23 to 27 and 27.1 ms respectively. How-
ever, the localization process is still substantially faster than the obtained with the batch 
localization method based on a simple nearest neighbour search (Fig. 10), because this 
method takes an average computing time of 47.55 and 49.26 ms respectively. Com-
paring to the hierarchical method, this new method outputs a substantially lower error 
(mainly when night and sunny conditions are considered) and the dispersion of the 
results is also lower.

Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the average localization errors and standard deviation calculated 
with each method, respectively, under cloudy, nigh and sunny conditions. These tables con-
firm the fact that the hierarchical method with thresholds improves both the localization 
error and the dispersion of the results with respect to the pure hierarchical method. To 
illustrate one example, in the case of the holistic descriptor generated by the layer fc6 , the 
average localization error is reduced by using the hierarchical localization with thresholds 
(from 5.23; 32.09 and 51.71 cm to 5.13; 25.53 and 38.10 cm respectively for the cloudy, 
night and sunny conditions). Hence, through the results reached from this experiment, the 
conclusion is that this novel method proposed to carry out the hierarchical localization task 
with thresholds is a competitive option regarding localization error and computing time.

Finally, concerning the likelihood thresholds th1 and th2 , a sensitivity analysis is per-
formed. Figure 13 shows the results regarding (a) the percentage of times that the cor-
rect room is one of the rooms retrieved in the first step of the hierarchical localiza-
tion (room retrieval). (b) Results regarding the average computing time to tackle the 
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Fig. 12  Results of the hierarchical localization by using likelihood thresholds. The efficiency is measured 
by the average localization error (cm) and also the average computing time (ms) required to calculate and 
estimate the position where the images were captured
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localization task. Figure 13a, the conclusion reached is that the room retrieval tends to 
offer better results as th1 increases. Moreover, the percentage of times that the correct 
room is retrieved increases for lower values of th2 . About the computing time (Fig. 13b), 
the values are similar regardless the thresholds values, with the exception of th1 = 30% 
and th2 = 5% . For this case, the average computing time is higher. This is due to the fact 
that a significant number of rooms is considered to address the fine localization step. On 

Table 4  Summary of the average 
localization errors (in cm) output 
by the three proposed methods 
under cloudy illumination 
conditions

Method

Batch Hierarchical Hierarchi-
cal with 
threshold

Layer / 
descriptor

conv
4

5.07 ± 3.02 5.22 ± 0.04 5.10 ± 2.26

conv
5

5.09 ± 1.7 5.22 ± 7.34 5.51 ± 1.94

fc
6

5.09 ± 0.04 5.23 ± 0.21 5.13 ± 0.16

fc
7

5.14 ± 0.04 5.28 ± 0.04 5.18 ± 0.08

fc
8

16.6 ± 3.68 16.96 ± 7.54 –
gist 5.19 ± 1.98 7.51 ± 2.22 –
HOG 16.34 ± 4.38 30.98 ± 6.31 –

Table 5  Summary of the average 
localization errors (in cm) 
output by the three proposed 
methods under night illumination 
conditions

Method

Batch Hierarchical Hierarchical 
with threshold

Layer / 
descrip-
tor

conv
4

65.23 ± 23.14 33.67 ± 16.36 28.87 ± 23.59
conv

5
43.97 ± 16.06 82.23±40.01 36.60 ± 15.34

fc
6

28.80 ± 3.76 32.09 ± 15.16 27.53 ± 7.84
fc

7
28.24 ± 2.28 33.89 ± 15.55 28.29 ± 2.72

fc
8

82.59 ± 25.2 86.61 ± 40.01 –
gist 106.50 ± 23.82 130.48 ± 24.59 –
HOG 45.09 ± 22.18 95.27 ± 24.19 –

Table 6  Summary of the average 
localization errors (in cm) output 
by the three proposed methods 
under sunny illumination 
conditions

Method

Batch Hierarchical Hierarchi-
cal with 
threshold

Layer / 
descrip-
tor

conv
4

55.54 ± 5.81 53.08 ± 25.03 37.40 ± 8.75
conv

5
116.81 ± 11.27 120.40 ± 25.16 54.01 ± 9.65

fc
6

38.94 ± 7.15 51.71 ± 25.33 38.10 ± 5.52
fc

7
42.45 ± 6.77 55.55 ± 27.70 42.77 ± 4.91

fc
8

137.39 ± 25.11 150.54 ± 33.93 –
gist 88.39 ± 8.79 123.2 7 ± 11.38 –
HOG 81.98 ± 6.29 156.59 ± 9.14 –
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the contrary, the computing time is reduced when th1 > 90% (fewer rooms considered in 
the fine localization step).
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Fig. 13  Influence of the thresholds th1 and th2 in the room retrieval problem. a The vertical axis shows the 
percentage of times that the correct room is one of the rooms retrieved in the first step of the hierarchi-
cal localization (room retrieval). b Computing time (ms). th1 defines whether only the most probable room 
should be considered or not. th2 defines which rooms should be retrieved according to their related likeli-
hood
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6  Conclusion

Throughout the present work, we have evaluated the use of a deep learning technique 
to build hierarchical topological models for localization. The developed tool is a convo-
lutional neural network trained for room retrieval purposes. In this sense, the network 
receives a panoramic image as input and it retrieves the most likely room where the 
image was captured. Additionally, this CNN is not only proposed to estimate rooms, but 
also to obtain holistic descriptors from its intermediate layers to characterize the infor-
mation of the input image. Hence, the present work evaluates the use of this technique 
to solve the localization by means of three different methods: an image retrieval task 
(batch localization), a hierarchical localization based on different levels of accuracy and 
a hierarchical localization method with thresholds to decide which rooms are used in the 
fine localization step.

The training of the CNN, as well as the experiments were carried out with indoor 
datasets that contain omnidirectional images and present dynamic changes and blur 
effects. The datasets also provide images captured under different illumination condi-
tions (during cloudy days, during sunny days and at night). Additionally, a data augmen-
tation technique is proposed to supply a larger visual dataset to train more robustly the 
CNN. This technique is also used to add adverse visual effects to the dataset used to test 
the accuracy of the CNN developed. Regarding the CNN design, the network inherits 
the architecture from AlexNet and changes the initial and the final set of layers. Then, it 
is re-trained with the panoramic images obtained from the dataset.

Throughout this paper, several studies have been tackled. First, the CNN classifiers 
have been validated as a technique to perform the rough step of a hierarchical localiza-
tion process. Additionally, the behaviour of the classification layer provides information 
that can be useful to detect wrong estimations. Second, the holistic descriptors obtained 
from the intermediate layers conv4 , conv5 , fc6 and fc7 are more suitable to solve the 
localization task than the classic descriptors gist and HOG. Moreover, fc6 and fc7 pro-
duce global-appearance descriptors which prove to be quite robust against changes of 
illumination. Also, the descriptors obtained from the CNN are also suitable to solve 
visual localization in other different environments, but they do not improve substan-
tially the results output by a descriptor obtained from other pre-trained CNNs such as 
AlexNet. Third, the hierarchical localization based on the proposed CNN produces more 
efficient results regarding localization error and computing time than hierarchical meth-
ods based on classical descriptors and image retrieval. Additionally, considering the 
likelihood information provided by the classification layer of the CNN, the proposed 
method produces competent localization solutions. Figure 14 shows a bird’s eye view 
of the ground truth of the test images and the estimated position, considering the three 
evaluated methods based on CNN and using the holistic descriptor generated by the 
layer fc6 . Figure 14a shows the estimation by using batch localization, Fig. 14b shows 
the estimation using hierarchical localization and Fig. 14c shows the estimation when 
thresholds are applied to the hierarchical localization method. Moreover, for compara-
tive purposes, Fig. 15 shows summarizes the average localization error and the average 
computing time of each method, when the descriptor of the layer fc6 is used to solve 
the fine localization step. From these images, we conclude that hierarchical localization 
based on CNN keeps the precision of batch localization, but this method is substantially 
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faster. The use of thresholds is useful to keep a good accuracy even in presence of sub-
stantial changes in the lighting conditions.

Future works will focus on developing a CNN directly based on raw omnidirec-
tional images, as captured by the catadioptric vision system. Furthermore, we will also 
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Fig. 14  Comparison between poses estimation in the Freiburg cloudy test dataset by means of the different 
localization methods proposed in the present work: a Batch localization, b hierarchical localization and c 
hierarchical localization with thresholds. Both the ground truth and the estimated position of the test images 
are shown. These examples are based on the holistic descriptor generated by the layer fc6 of the Freiburg 
CNN
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develop a regression convolutional neural network that is able to estimate directly the 
position where the input images were captured.
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